Adsorption and Diffusion Phenomena in Crystal Size Engineered ZIF-8 MOF
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ZIF-8 is a flexible zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF), member of the metal–organic framework (MOF) porous materials, whose narrow pore structure swells open by reorientation of imidazolate linkers and expands at high loading of guest molecules. This nanoporous material has been identified as a potential candidate for the energy-efficient adsorptive recovery of alcohols from diluted aqueous mixtures, such as obtained with the acetone-butanol-ethanol (ABE) fermentation [1].

In this work, the crystal size dependency of both structural transitions induced by N2 and Ar adsorption was investigated, from which the results, obtained with a volumetric technique, will be presented. On the other hand, the diffusion of n-butanol into well-engineered ZIF-8 crystals with identical surface area and micropore volume was also explored. Results acquired with two gravimetric methods (static and dynamic versions) will be shown. It was found that the crystal downsizing of nanoporous ZIF-8 adsorbent affects its structural flexibility observed from the equilibrium adsorption and desorption data of N2 and Ar. Adsorption kinetics of n-butanol in ZIF-8 showed to be strongly influenced by the crystal size, however, not according to a classical intracrystalline diffusion mechanism. Our results suggest that the structural transitions and uptake rates are dominated by crystal surface effects. Crystal downsizing increases the importance of such surface barriers [2].

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the effect of crystal-downsizing on the enhancement of the contribution of surface barriers in the structural transition and uptake of guest-molecules by a nanoporous ZIF-8 crystal [2].
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